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About This Game

In One Way Heroics, you take on the role of an intrepid adventurer who must travel across the land and face the Demon Lord
before a mysterious shadow engulfs everything.

Darkness always approaches from the left, and with each movement or action you take, the void creeps ever closer. Forced to
run right, you'll encounter any number of monsters, allies, thieves and shops on your desperate journey to stop the end of

everything.

The good news is that you don't just have access to one world. You have access to all of them.
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A nearly infinite number of worlds to save and explore!

Multiple classes to unlock, each with different skills and advantages.

Dimensional Vault: Don't waste extra valuables! Lock away your inventory and save it for your next run!

Time control: when the going gets tough, the tough freeze time and work out a new strategy.

Steam goodies: trading cards, emoticons and wallpapers that proudly broadcast your OWH finesse!

Every world is different and unique. Lust forests or corrupted hellscapes, adorable animals or cunning thieves, each departure is
a roll of the die. You might find likeminded heroes willing to journey with you, or you might meet no one and be forced to

venture into the unknown alone.

Like a dimension you previously visited? Simply input the name at the Dimensional selection screen before you begin your
journey. Want to try your luck with a random reality? Type any word that pops into your head, and watch as One Way Heroics

builds you a world based on the name you chose.

Infinite permutations. Infinite worlds. Infinite adventure.

*This game supports Cloud Saves for most system data including clear data and unlockables, however mid-game saves do not
carry over.
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It crashes while playing, it crashes while changing video settings (tried to put everything on Low to see if that solved my
crashes), It even crashes when only setting the game from "Windowed" to "Windowed full screen".
My OS and drivers are up-to-date and I have 0 problems with other CPU\/GPU intensive games such as Path of Exile on highest
settings. It is simply unplayable.. For both PC and VR (yes, you can play it without having VR). Loving this game so far. Easy to
pick up and understand but has some deeper strategies to playing. Really fun and engaging.. I need healing. There are precious
few game series that live to see a 4th installment - especially if the genre is "puzzle". It's also difficult to steadily improve
quality as the series goes forward. To have a 4th installment that is massively superior to the (already good) predecessors is
really exceptional - and this is what Quell Zen managed to achieve.
The basic Quell formula is simple. You're guiding a raindrop with momentum - if you push it right, it will travel right until it
hits something (or travel forever if it doesn't hit anything :) Initially, you need to collect pearls to complete levels, but as the
game goes on, there are more types of objectives. Some of the levels are challenging to figure out, but the real challenge is
getting the perfect score (ie. lowest number of moves). If more challenge is wanted, you can look for the hidden jewel on the
level. Some levels also have sublevels, also for additional challenge. And finally, you can try to beat the perfect score - there are
a handful in every quell game where this is possible.
As you see, Quell goes from the relaxing casual to the mid-heavy challenging, depending on how you approach. The simple but
pleasing visual style is unobtrusive, while the gorgeous soundtrack infuses the game with a degree of melancholy. This is where
Quell Zen scores big - combining the ever more refined atmosphere of the first three games with a Japanese theme is a total hit,
when I saw the game, I just wondered how the creators didn't think of this earlier. Ah yeah, and doubling the number of levels
also did the game some good :)

Complete with a simple but heartfully told little story, Quell Zen is one of the most atmospheric puzzle games I've ever played,
with a difficulty level matching my capabilities and attention span well. As the crowning glory of an already excellent series, this
game is certainly recommended.
. What? This is just more Yu-Gi-Oh looking armor, swimwear for babes, and miscellaneous crap. Why?. In the style of Biotix:
Phage you wait until your pods grow enough to attack and take over the other pods. BUT this time you try to fight aginst fear
and rage and so on in order to cleanse your consciousness to reach enlightenement. You gain upgradable spells to freeze or
regenerate a pod or to draw new lines of attack. The really clever part: the five colors used have a rock-paper-stone-lizard-spock
countering system. Each color has a neutral opponent, one that it destroys, one that it absorbs, one that it heals and one that it is
powerless against. A nice touch, setting it aside from the other games with this style of play, making it an actually challenging
RTS of some sort. Has different modes and (not so) deep wisdom presented in the story bits.

A nice one. If you don't know if you'd like it, try one of the browser versions like the aforementioned Biotix game. Then come
back if you found one of these compelling.

Follow me as a curator at http:\/\/store.steampowered.com\/curator\/28337205-Fair-Minded-Witness\/?appid=298050. Quality
game.
+Buy Leather's video games.
SQUADALA out of 10.. Multiplayer doesn't even work, great game 9\/11 IGN. i am kinda new to this whole VN Genre and
decide to buy few VN and i decide to play this first, and i am glad. my first impression to whole VN Genre now is good and i
am gonna looking for another VN then.

Story is really good especially in the first 6 chapter, Mystery is good
the character development is excellent
music and art is very good.

i am really glad this is my first VN .

PS : Rikka still the best grill
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A quite, casual game for anyone who enjoys simple, yet difficult puzzles. Game descriptions mentions relaxing but some of
these puzzles are so complicated that I freak out trying to solve them. Maybe in the lower levels one could relax while playing
this, but in the upper levels, get ready for a challenge.. Doesn't hold up very well against modern shooters, but it has a lot of
diverse parts which are well-balanced when pitted against one another.

5\/10. Very nice game to play with friends would recommend. If dwarf fortress was an exploration platformer it would be called
rain world.
Like this is beyond brutal. The game's monsters and envivorment will mercilessly \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 you up over and
over again until you start to learn it, then you learn but still get \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ed over becouse you don't
know\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665yet kid. Then you'll go boldly flinging spears at your predators, and as adrelanin
rushes your veins they fall one by one, they bleed out. And then a vulture sweeps in from the air yoinks your squishy body from
the screen...
But after the 50th of try... you you became one with mother nature (exept this nature is like an aborted alien eco experiment
gone wrong) you backflip and leap across the screen barely evading their jaws. then when a route is blocked by overwhelming
odds you know instantly where you can bypass them trough secret tunnels, or you where to get items to even the fight, eat a
mushroom to slow down time and matrix your way across dozens of scavengers, or throw a bomb to blow up a pack of lizards
out of your way.
You'll gain knowledge about the world around you, you'll know each predators behavior and their weaknesses, you'll find epic
lore about an ancient civilization long gone, and you'll have a chance to meet godlike caracters giving you guidence.. It's straight
forward. The writing could definitely be better, as there aren't too many elements about any characters, or the story on the whole
that I would write home about. It\u2019s fairly predictable, and it\u2019s very easy to navigate the game with a single set of
skills without issue or conflict.

But with the stream of mediocre and even poor games released from Choice of Games, it was nice to play something that was
straight forward. The game was advertised as one where you get to be an assassin, and it delivers on that front. That seems like
an oddly simple thing to praise a game for, but that\u2019s exactly where these games have been failing of late. They\u2019ve
been so busy preaching its own morality that it stopped feeling like I was embarking on an adventure of my own will.
They\u2019ve been taking place in entirely author created worlds with too many moving pieces and not nearly enough words or
time to let the reader immerse themselves into it; that too with worlds that aren\u2019t nearly as interesting as the respective
authors believe them to be. They\u2019re so distracted at being something else that they stop being choose your own
adventures.

This was just that, an adventure where you\u2019re choosing the details, and steering the story. It\u2019s not one of the truly
better Choice of Games entries, but I have to give it a positive review for having the right idea, when others are trending in a
worse direction. It was an enjoyable game about being an assassin. Both very good tables, Last Jedi is very fast and action
packed with solid combo ramps but also some very hard shots. Easy to learn and score big and quite fun. Ahch one is bit slower,
more meditative to speak in Jedi terms. Some might find this table a bit boring, but I like it just for that reason, when I desire a
bit slower and more concentrated gameplay and a bit brightness after playing some dark gloomy tables like alien ones. So both
tables are quite the opposites, and that's exactly why I like this pack.. This is a well made, fun little game. Manage resources,
build a fortress, repel attacks.
I wish there were a way to search for a particular item name to know what is needed for it.
It is singleplayer, but I hope the developer will consider adding multiplayer.. I am crippled and can't stand or walk without
crutches. The developer of this game has been determined to make it handicapped accessible. When it first launched it had a
LOT of problems. I have worked with the dev to fix them. I now feel this is one of the most accessible FPS VR games on steam
for me using my power chair. He added a head height slider, short rang grab beam to pick items up. as well as a 45 degree world
rotation left and right. And implemented the popular movement system found in the game Onward.. Right So, Not going to lie,
it does what it says but i would really like it if ALL the writing would be in english bearing in mind it says interface (tick)
english, luckily i had a german friend to translate it. In addition i couldn't get the intravenous lines to work, it kept glitching and
a better indication for when it is in and working along iwth a oxygen mask and intubatiion tube will help massivley. Lastly can
you add zooming, allowing you to move the camera around the person looking making it easier to read and click more
accurately. I will recommend this game if the language and visuals are changed\/fixed.

One Way Heroics / One Way Heroics Plus Joins the Holiday Sales!:
The holiday sales have kicked off on Steam, and we have added One Way Heroics / One Way Heroics Plus to the festive
activities!
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Across all dimensions, the only constant is Darkness! A procedurally generated RPG-roguelike journey across the
multiverse! In One Way Heroics, you take on the role of an intrepid adventurer who must travel across the land and face
the Demon Lord before a mysterious darkness engulfs everything.

Grab One Way Heroics / One Way Heroics Plus now for 50% off!. Pixel Game Maker MV - Now on Weekly Sale:
Hi Playism fans!

We are happy to announce that this week, we'll be offering Pixel Game Maker MV - the latest entry in the Maker series,
currently being distributed by Playism - at a 20% off discount for our Weekly Sale.

https://store.steampowered.com/app/837510/Pixel_Game_Maker_MV__MV/

Pixel Game Maker MV allows you to create all sorts of original games without any programming ability required whatsoever.
For example, you could even create your own version of La-Mulana 2!
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*This image features a boss battle created using Pixel Game Maker MV.

Pixel Game Maker MV is currently in Early Access, and we're in the process of gathering feedback and requests from many of
our players. Don't miss this opportunity to give the title a spin!

We hope you enjoy Pixel Game Maker MV!

Other Languages. Tokyo Game Show Sales and Announcements!:
Tokyo Game Show has started!
Playism is not only exhibiting some awesome games, but we are also joining up with Steam to hold some Tokyo Game Show
Sales for everyone worldwide to join in!

Find
the full list of Playism titles on Sale here!

As well as a huge selection of games on Sale, Playism is also proud to present our upcoming games and projects!
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CINERIS SOMNIA. Up to 80% off in the Lunar New Year Sales!:
Hello Playism Fans

Happy Lunar New Year! The Steam sales have kicked off and there are celebrations all around.

We have set a whole bunch of amazing Playism games on sale, with up to 80% off!
Check out the full list on our Publisher Page or on the Playism blog[blog.playism-games.com].

On top of having up to 80% off, we also have some exciting news!

Touhou Luna Nights - Announcing the next update and end of Early Access. Steam Autumn Sales!:
Hi All

The Autumn Sales have started on Steam and we are going full on by hosting some phenomenal sales across the majority of our
games!

Dive into the full list of games which are up to 80% off on the Playism sale page!
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Nominate us for the Steam Awards!. Steam Summer Sales!:
The Steam Summer Sales have begun! Start this summer with a splash by grabbing some exciting indie games from Playism!
See all the exciting Playism titles on Sale

Today we have set One Way Heroics and One Way Heroics Plus on sale for 50% off!

Across all dimensions, the only constant is Darkness! A procedurally generated RPG-roguelike journey across the
multiverse! In One Way Heroics, you take on the role of an intrepid adventurer who must travel across the land and face
the Demon Lord before a mysterious darkness engulfs everything.

https://store.steampowered.com/app/266210
https://store.steampowered.com/app/352840

Check out all the Playism titles on sale here:
Steam Summer Sales 2018 feat. Playism[blog.playism-games.com]

Join our Steam Publisher Page for all our latest updates:
Playism Publisher Page. Up to 80% off in the Winter Sales:
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Its that time of year again, and we have set our games on sale to join in with the Winter Sales!
Check out our catalog with fantastic indie games up to 80% off!!

Discover all the sales on our games in our Sale List!

View our Sales now!

---

Playism
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